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ABSTRACT

The concept of ‘social tagging’ has gained popularity nowadays due to the emergence of web 2.0 technologies. Those technologies led to the practice of associating metadata with digital resources among users through collaboratively or socially for self-information retrieval. Many researchers have opined that social tags can enhance the use of library collections. The present study was predominantly carried out to compare social tags collected from the LibraryThing website with Library of Congress Subject Heading (LCSH) descriptors collected from the Library of Congress Online Catalogue applied for thousand book titles in the field of Economics. The study also aimed to know whether social tags can be applied in the library database or not. The findings elucidate that users mostly use descriptors (47.39 %) as tags than expert’s usage of tags (12.77 %) as descriptors. Spearman’s correlation suggests that 75 per cent chance where tags and descriptors can be used simultaneously in overlapping terms. The Jaccard similarity coefficient identifies that users and experts use different terminologies to annotate the books. Users and experts use at least one common keyword for major book titles (908). Users mostly sought title based keywords but experts use mostly subject-based terminologies. The study further clarifies that social tags may be incorporated into the library databases but cannot replace LCSHs. The accessibility and usage of documents especially in the field of economics may be enhanced once the notion of social tags is incorporated with the library OPAC.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As the world is relying more and more on search engines, metadata becomes the central element for organising, identifying and retrieving the relevant information from the heap of information. The success of modern search engines completely depends on effective metadata implementation. Metadata is the data about data that gives a complete description of digital objects. Traditionally there was centralisation in the metadata creation, only experts or professionals using a controlled vocabulary at libraries, archives and museums (LAMs) can generate it for the content they manage such as Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSHs). Expert’s created metadata is highly technical, specialised and inflexible in nature which predominantly illustrates the content or subject headings of resources. The underlying cost for such metadata generation is huge and more times required for the metadata creation. The rapid growth of digital resources on the web is gradually exposing the limitations of the expert’s assigned metadata in the present scenario. The limitations of the expert’s assigned metadata generation need further introspection, in view of user-driven metadata approach. The concept of such metadata is derived from ‘social tagging’ or ‘collaborative tagging’. That has been emerged due to the effectiveness of web 2.0 applications that enable users to collaboratively annotate web resources using keywords, also known as tags. The resources on the web may be different such as for videos (YouTube), music (last.fm), photographs (Flickr), bookmarked web sites (Del.icio.us, CiteULike), and for catalogue records (LibraryThing). The process of social tagging or collaborative tagging provides a social classification of resources which is known as ‘folksonomy’, a personal free tagging of information and objects for one’s own retrieval where users and resources are related through tag assignments. Being originated from the uncontrolled vocabulary social tagging allows people to enter non-hierarchical free-form keywords based on user choice and needs, like the same found in LibraryThing, an online service that helps people to catalogue books by tags. LibraryThing has more than thirteen crores of books catalogued by more than twenty-three millions of people with fourteen crores of tags which allows people for own information retrieval and to find the people of similar interest in the digital environment. Having many advantages, it suffers from disadvantages too. It has semantic ambiguity, synonymous issues, lack of controlled vocabulary and use of many personal tags (‘to-read’, ‘read’, ‘read in 2007’) for personal use rather than public benefit.
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Though there is a quality issue of tags, still worldwide social taggers and social tags are increasing\(^1\) after years. This indicates that the world is tended to rely on social media and social tagging. Many researchers and information professionals realised that social tags can be incorporated into the cataloguing of records. Though tags could not replace the role of controlled vocabulary like LCSH but can be used to enhance the subject accessibility of library collections\(^6\).

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Lu\(^4\), et al. compared social tags assigned by users from LibraryThing website and subject terms assigned by experts according to the LCSHs in order to identify the difference and connections between social tags and expert assigned subject terms and further the feasibility and obstacles of implementing in library systems. The study showed that it is possible to use social tags to improve the accessibility of library collections.

Heymann and Garcia-Molina\(^17\) also conducted the same study to know whether a controlled vocabulary of library keywords called the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) is different from the vocabulary developed by the users of LibraryThing. The results indicated that 50 per cent of LCSH terms are overlapped with the LibraryThing database.

Yi and Chan\(^18\) investigated the linking of folksonomy and LCSH on the basis of word matching where two-thirds of all tags matched with LC subject headings with additional 10 per cent remaining tags having potential matches.

Rolla\(^11\) also compared LibraryThing tags with LCSH subject headings for a group of books. The study indicated that user tags can enhance subject access to library materials but they cannot entirely replace the controlled vocabulary like LCSHs.

Thomas\(^9\) conducted a quantitative analysis to know whether folksonomies can complement to LCSHs and to which extent folksonomies can replicate the LCSHs. The study showed that social tagging had enhanced access to resources.

Lawson\(^20\) compares LCSHs with user tags from Amazon.com and LibraryThing for each title which evaluates the user tags can enhance subject access.

3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The present study is aimed to formulate some research questions. These are as follows.

- Do both social tags and LCSH descriptors follow the same vocabulary?
- Do social tags and LCSH descriptors are similar on the basis of usage?
- Do social tags can enhance the subject access like LCSH descriptors?
- Do social tags and LCSH descriptors use keywords from the title of books?
- Do social tags and LCSH descriptors complement each other?

4. METHODOLOGY WITH DATASET

The study was predominantly carried out to evaluate the relationship between social tags and LCSH descriptors where both were applied for each book title in the field of economics. The present study has used LibraryThing, a cataloguing and social networking site for book lovers (ref. 11) for collecting social tags. Though there are few such databases like Goodreads, bookcrossing and Litsy etc. but LibraryThing database exclusively provides a collection of social tags of each book through a weighted list technically called tag cloud. The tag cloud graphically represents the most active tags currently found in the most popular content of a site. Besides, the database also has a wide range of collection of books from Amazon, the Library of Congress and over a thousand other libraries.

The crawling process was conducted in the month of September to December 2018. Each tag has a different frequency in the tag database which defines the number of users used it for annotating the particular title. The more frequency means the tag is more popular or more important for the title. The present study takes into account those tags that have a frequency at least twice or more than twice (≥2) in the tag database. Othertise, in the Library of Congress database each bibliographic record is described in MARC format which comprises many MARC fields for representing different pieces of information. The study selects the contents of field 020 for ISBN and field 245 for Titles and field 650 for Subject Added Entry (topical terms). Library of Congress MARC records contain many fields that come under Subject access field (6XX) for subject information but the study selects only the contents of field 650 for Topical term. Field 650 comprises two indicators and many subfields. The present study clarifies that the first indicator (Level of subject) must be from 0 (zero) to 2 (two) range and in the case of second indicator (Thesaurus) must be 0 (zero) i.e., Library of Congress. In the case of subfields only $a$, $x$, $y$, $z$ and $v$ have been taken into the account. Each subfield holds different subject descriptors which altogether form the subject headings. The descriptors that occur in those subfields only are taken into the account separately. Some titles contain the same descriptors under different subfields in 650 data field but the study only chooses the unique descriptors for each title. The study confines only unique social tags are compared with the unique LCSH descriptors for each book title.

Moreover, the total 20699 social tags and 4144 LCSH descriptors were collected from both databases initially. The datasets were changed into the lower case for processing and identification of duplicates as well. MS Excel was used for the whole data processing and especially the Pivot table was used for counting unique terms. Table 1 indicates that after removing duplicates unique social tags and unique LCSH descriptors are 2983 (average 2.98 per book) and 804 (average 0.80 per book) respectively. The overall study was conducted based on those unique social tags (2983) and unique LCSH descriptors (804).
5.2 Rank Correlation of Overlapping Terms

Further, the study wants to know the usage frequency of overlapping terms when used as tags and LCSH descriptors. The overlapping terms were ranked frequency wise (highest to lowest) in both datasets. Spearman’s rank correlation was used in the following equation to assess.

\[
 r = 1 - \frac{6 \sum d^2}{n(n^2 - 1)}
\]

Spearman’s correlation coefficient of the two rankings becomes 0.75 which identifies there is a strong relation between them. It also determines that when an overlapping term is used as LCSHs by experts, there are 75 per cent chances to be used as social tags also by the users.

5.3 Similarity and Distance Measurement Based on Usage

Top frequent social tags & top frequent LCSH descriptors were analysed in order to identify whether there is any similarity and distance exist on the usage level. Top frequent social tags & LCSH descriptors were ranked in both datasets according to their corresponding frequencies and grouped into five different top frequent levels like 100, 200, 300, 400 & 500 to show the similarity and distance in different levels. The following equation was used for the Jaccard similarity index.

\[
 J(A, B) = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A \cup B|} = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A| + |B| - |A \cap B|}
\]

Where A = social tags and B = LCSH descriptors.

In the equation, n is the number of top frequent terms. A is the set of n frequent tags and B is the set of top n frequent LCSH descriptors. Fig. 3 shows the Jaccard index when n varies from 100 to 500 (ref. 19, p. 3). Jaccard similarity index becomes 0.13, 0.18, 0.15, 0.15 and 0.14 respectively for five different levels which indicates a low overlap between tags and descriptors. The study also measures Jaccard distance between them which results in 0.87, 0.82, 0.85, 0.85 and 0.86. That means top frequent social tags used by users and top frequent LCSH descriptors used by experts are different.

The following equation was also used for the Jaccard distance.

\[
 1 - J(A, B) = \frac{|A \cup B| - |A \cap B|}{|A \cup B|}
\]

Where A = social tags and B = LCSH descriptors.

5.4 Top Twenty Frequent Social Tags & LCSH Descriptors

The study compared the top twenty frequent social tags with LCSH descriptors in both vocabularies. The study tried to measure subject-based terms (particular to this subject)
and non-subject terms (not particular to this subject but allied subject) out of top frequent terms in both datasets. Table 3 shows that social tag vocabulary contains eight subject-based terms (08), eight non-subject terms (08) and four personal tags (04) e.g., ‘to-read’, ‘read’, ‘unread’, and ‘wishlist’ whereas LCSH vocabulary contains thirteen subject-based terms (13), seven non-subject terms (07). Table 3 also shows that out of both datasets only seven terms (07) are common. It means the seven terms e.g., ‘economics’, ‘history’, ‘finance’, ‘capitalism’, ‘economic history’, ‘globalisation’, ‘20th century’ are used by both users and experts.

Bold terms in Table 3 clarifies the five (05) subject-based common terms which are used by both users and experts in both datasets. The frequency analysis clarifies that the term ‘economics’ has the highest frequency (899) in social tag vocabulary whereas the highest third (173) in LCSH vocabulary. It means the term ‘economics’ is used in 899 titles out of 1000 titles by social taggers whereas used in 173 titles by experts. Likewise, the term ‘finance’ is used in 355 titles in tag vocabulary and 37 titles in LCSH vocabulary. The term ‘capitalism’ is used in 343 titles in tag vocabulary and also used in 86 titles in LCSH vocabulary. The term ‘economic history’ is used in 280 titles in tag vocabulary and also used in 86 titles in LCSH vocabulary. The term ‘globalisation’ is used in 169 titles in tag vocabulary whereas 40 titles in LCSH vocabulary. That means users mostly use common subject-based terminologies rather than experts.

5.5 Title Wise Comparison of Social Tags with LCSH Descriptors

In this portion, social tags were compared with the LCSH descriptors for each book. The study clarifies that out of 1000 books there are 908 (90.8 %) books that have at least one matching between social tags and LCSH descriptors. That means users and experts adopt at least one common term for annotating the books and the rest 92 (9.2 %) books where users and experts use different terminologies. Figure 4 indicates the magnitude of matching per books. The study deeply describes the matching range from 0 to 100 per cent where it is found that 100 per cent matching for major books i.e., 247(24.7 %). That means all the descriptors were used by social taggers as tags for those 247 books. The other matching percentages are 90 per cent for 1(0.1 %) book, 80 per cent for 39(3.9 %) books, 70 per cent for 50(5 %) books, 60 per cent for 117(11.7 %) books, 50 per cent for 128(12.8 %) books, 40 per cent for 51(5.1 %) books, 30 per cent for 103(10.3 %) books, 20 per cent for 118(11.8 %) books, 10 per cent for 54(5.4 %) books and 0 per cent matching for 92(9.2 %) books.

5.6 Social Tags Compared with LCSH Subdivisions

The study compares social tags with each subfield under MARC field 650 (Subject added entry-topical term) for each book to know the most used subfields by experts for annotating books and to know the subfields where at least one social tags appeared. The subfields taken into the consideration under Field 650 are $a – topical or geographic name entry element; $x- topical subdivision; $y – chronological subdivisions; $z – geographic subdivision; $v – form division.

Table 4 explores that the MARC subfield $a (1000) used for all the records and others are as follows $x (543), $z (356), $y (226) and $v (62) by the experts. The comparison also
5.7 Social Tags and LCSH Descriptors Compared with Each Book Title

Titles of documents are used as an effective information retrieval tool over a prolonged period. Title-based searches not only retrieve desired documents but discover those documents which are not retrieval by subject-based search. Moreover, the majority of searched documents can be retrievable through the keywords used in the titles. The present study also compares social tags with LCSH descriptors which are applied to each book title. Table 5 indicates that 444 unique social tags and 175 unique LCSH descriptors appeared on the titles which are 14.88 per cent of total unique tag vocabulary & 21.77 per cent of total unique LCSH descriptor vocabulary respectively. Also, the study focuses that 806 (80.6%) books have one tag appeared in their titles and 499 (49.9%) books have one term appeared in their titles. That means users focus mostly on title keywords rather than experts for cataloguing of books.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The overall comparison between social tags and LCSH descriptors draws many results regarding the effectiveness and usability of social tags into the library database. The vocabulary overlapping clarifies that tag vocabulary is large than the LCSHs database. Only 381 unique terms which are a small portion of social tags (12.77%) and near about half of LCSH descriptors (47.39%) used by both users and experts for the entire collection. That means users mostly use descriptors as tags for describing resources, but experts use very little social tags as descriptors. In the case of overlapping terms, Spearman’s rank correlation suggests that when the term is used as social tags, there is a 75 per cent chance to be used as descriptors. The study also clarifies that there is a vocabulary difference between both datasets. The similarity between top frequent social tags and top frequent LCSH descriptors is very low (J = 0.13, 0.18, 0.15, 0.15 and 0.14) in different top frequent word levels (100, 200, 300, 400, 500) which indicates that users and experts use different terminologies for annotating the books. Terminological comparison clarifies that experts mainly use subject-based terminologies than users. Users use some personal tags such as ‘read’, ‘to-read’, ‘unread’ etc. The study also finds that out of the top twenty frequent terms, seven terms (07) are common of which five terms (05) are subject-based...
terminologies. Frequency analysis clarifies that users mostly use subject-based terminologies in most titles of the study than experts.

More than ninety percent (90.8 %) of book records where users and experts use at least one common term for annotating the books and the rest (9.2 %) where is no match that means both use different terminologies out of thousand book titles. Out of match records, 100 per cent matching for major books (247) and there are also different matching levels. Moreover, there are more than 50 per cent of book records (582) out of thousand which have fifty to a hundred percent matching. The study also clarifies that subfield $a$ is used by the experts for describing all the titles under the Library of Congress MARC database. The comparison of each subfield with social tags for each record determines that social tags majorly matched with the contents of the subfield $a$ (at least one tag matched) for 839 titles, then $x$ for 291 titles, $z$ for 211 titles, $y$ for 63 titles and $v$ for 36 titles. That means the contents of subfield $a$ are equally popular to the experts as well as to the social taggers. The similarity between the contents of subfields and social tags for each record concludes that social tags can be used to enhance the subject access of library collection as alternative metadata.

The comparison of both dataset in respect of each title clarifies that more than 80 per cent (80.6 %) of books where at least one tag appeared in titles and near 50 per cent of books (49.9 %) where at least one descriptor appeared in titles which summarises that mainly users sought title keywords for the description rather than the experts, those use mainly subject based keywords for subject headings.

Moreover, the study indicates that the inclusion of social tags can improve the overall library experience of users. If the social tags contain more subject-based keywords, it could enhance the subject access of library collections; but cannot replace the controlled vocabulary like LCSHs.
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